Mechanisms of plakoglobin-dependent adhesion: desmosome-specific functions in assembly and regulation by epidermal growth factor receptor.
Plakoglobin (PG) is a member of the Armadillo family of adhesion/signaling proteins that can be incorporated into both adherens junctions and desmosomes. Loss of PG results in defects in the mechanical integrity of heart and skin and decreased adhesive strength in keratinocyte cultures established from the skin of PG knock-out (PG-/-) mice, the latter of which cannot be compensated for by overexpressing the closely related beta-catenin. In this study, we examined the mechanisms of PG-regulated adhesion in murine keratinocytes. Biochemical and morphological analyses indicated that junctional incorporation of desmosomal, but not adherens junction, components was impaired in PG-/- cells compared with PG+/- controls. Re-expression of PG, but not beta-catenin, in PG-/- cells largely reversed these effects, indicating a key role for PG in desmosome assembly. Epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor activation resulted in Tyr phosphorylation of PG, which was accompanied by a loss of desmoplakin from desmosomes and decreased adhesive strength following 18-h EGF treatment. Importantly, introduction of a phosphorylation-deficient PG mutant into PG null cells prevented the EGF receptor-dependent loss of desmoplakin from junctions, attenuating the effects of long term EGF treatment on cell adhesion. Therefore, PG is essential for maintaining and regulating adhesive strength in keratinocytes largely through its contributions to desmosome assembly and structure. As a target for modulation by EGF, regulation of PG-dependent adhesion may play an important role during wound healing and tumor metastasis.